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From the point of view of steps (in the academic sense), Nijinsky limited himself in all three of his ballets (IApres-midi d'un faune, Jeux, and Sacre du printemps) to the simplest vocabulary; mostly plain walking, running and simple jumping. But for each ballet he fixed a basic position of the body which made the execution of these simple steps extremely difficult2
Nijinsky's choreographic method began with a definitive posture whose design he extended to gesture and then to the shapes made by groups as well as the ground patterns they described in the stage space. Working from the individual to the crowd is a characteristic of modem choreography which probably derives from the artist creating in solitude for his or her own body. It is not an opera-house method of devising material for soloists or corps de ballet, and implied in the method of spinning movement out of oneself is the notion of discovery -finding a new idiom for each dance rather than rearranging academic steps. No doubt Nijinsky adapted this method from what he knew of Isadora Duncan's ways of working, and certainly he tried out the method in embryo when he created Faune on his sister in the front room of their apartment in St. Petersburg?3 Nijinsky's method is sculptural, and quite possibly it was further developed by his experience of being sculpted by Auguste Rodin, in the aftermath of Faune.4 In any case, Nijinsky worked with the body in Sacre as a kind of block, as Jacques Riviere explained in his seminal essay several months after the premiere. The body, he says, "moves only as a whole, it forms a totality and its manner of speaking is to leap suddenly with arms and legs outspread, or to move to the side with knees bent and the head on the shoulder."15 Riviere's description clarifies both the wooden feeling and the fetish-like focus of the dancers, which Nijinsky seems to have developed from the idols:
Rather than glide over things in his flight the dancer comes down on them with the full weight of his body, he accounts for every one with his heavy and complete attack. He jumps with both feet onto every idea that he comes upon which he wishes to express; with a quick leap he turns to it, covers it, and stays for an instant to copy it. He forgets everything else to make himself one with it for a moment ... 16
In the sculptural form of the idols Nijinsky found, I think, a visual model for the more ephemeral qualities of ritual dance, which Roerich surely discussed with him as well. Self-abnegation, absorption in a ritual responsibility -these qualities of archaic religion are fossilized in objects like masks and idols, which, for the generation after Gauguin, exemplified what was missing from modem life.
Toward the end of Riviere's essay he gives a sort of stylistic checklist for Sacre, declaring that it adds up to a radical redefinition of grace: I have just returned from Berlin and received your costume designs for our "Spring" I am pleased they were sent to me first so that I could see them -they are a real miracle, and I only hope the realization of them will be good! -but I regret the delay before Nijinsky receives them, which is the reason that my telegram said, "Send to Nijinsky." I am forwarding them to him today.33 Stravinsky also told Roerich that "Nijinsky started his staging of the 'Spring' only yesterday" which would have been December 13, and probably means the first rehearsal with dancers, other than his sister for her solo as the Chosen Maiden?4 Diaghilev telegraphed Stravinsky on December 18, advising that neither had arrived, nor rehearsals started.5 The rehearsal on the 13th was only, it would seem, for acquainting small groups of the cast with the music, rather than for setting movement. The timing of the communiques is of interest because Serge Grigoriev, the company regisseur, wrote also on the 18th, reporting that "Nijinsky has not started the rehearsals of our new ballet; he is waiting for the drawings of the costumes"36 Presumably, the drawings were those Stravinsky just sent, which, as an earlier letter from Roerich indicated, were in two books, accompanied by twenty-four finished costumes.37 It may be that Nijinsky simply wanted to have a visual sense of the whole production before embarking on the ensemble dances. Or, he may have been concerned about the bulk of the garments, as it would affect the movement. But he may have wanted to construct the Sacre group work and ground patterns in a way directly connected to the costumes.
The two books of designs that Roerich mentioned are not known to survive, although separate drawings may be among those in collections in the Soviet Union, United States, and Western Europe.38
Most of the seventy-nine costumes he created have been preserved, and the large group of them housed at the Theatre Museum of the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, are in good condition, so that I was able to study them first-hand. Because of Roerich's lifelong interest in iconography and systems of ritual signs, I attempted to analyze the costume motifs for their mythological references. In the course of this analysis, I began to notice correspondences with the choreography. It stood to reason that Roerich might use motifs associated with Yarilo, the solar deity who was the subject of the rite. One male costume, which had a label for the dancer Alexander Gavrilov, was notable for the emblems that ran up from the border at the hem; the emblems look like ladders surmounted by wheels, and they may represent the wooden wheels that were threaded with dry twigs, placed atop ladders or poles, and set afire to celebrate the return of the sun.39 A photograph of the costumes, from the sale of the collection at Sotheby's, features this garment with the firewheels40 The colors Roerich used supported the interpretation of these emblems as firewheels for Yarilo -the ladder and wheel were orange, and the spaces between the spokes on the wheels were dark aqua, as though the sky were showing through them. On the sleeve of the same costume was a figure stencilled in orange and dark aqua with magenta added. It occurred to me that it might be a totem of Yarilo, such as are shown on the wooden idols of the early Slavs. At the same time, it reminded me of Bronislava Nijinska's description of the dance of the Chosen Maiden, which she wrote in a letter to the Soviet ballet historian Vera Krassovskaya. Detailing a section toward the end of the solo, Nijinska suggested that "the movements give the image of a prehistoric bird whose wings try to raise the body, which is clum- 
